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Pedestrian evacuation dynamics in a classroom is always a complex process influenced by many fuzzy factors. It is very difficult
and inappropriate to quantify the impact of these fuzzy factors by using the mathematical formula. Existing microscopic
simulation models have made many efforts to use accurate mathematical method to model the fuzzy interaction behaviors
between pedestrians under the view-limited condition. ,is study tries to fill this gap by establishing a microscopic simulation
model which can represent the fuzzy behaviors of pedestrians under view-limited condition. ,e developed fuzzy social force
model (FSFM) combines fuzzy logic into conventional social force model (SFM). Different from existing models and applications,
FSFM adopts fuzzy sets and membership functions to describe the pedestrian evacuation process. Seven fuzzy sets are defined for
this process, such as stop/go, moving direction, desired force, force from obstacles, force from pedestrian, force from indicators,
and acceleration. Membership function of each input factor is calibrated based on the observed data. Model performance is
verified by comparing speed distribution, velocity-density relationship, and results of simulation and observation evacuation time.
Besides, the proposed model is applied to assess the number and space distribution of exit indicators and stickers. By comparing
simulation results with existing models, the paper concludes that FSFM is able to well reproduce pedestrian movement dynamics
in real world under view-limited condition.

1. Introduction

Pedestrian microscopic simulation model is a convenient
and effective tool to evaluate the effectiveness of new fa-
cilities or designs. It can reproduce many pedestrian evac-
uation characteristics and help designers to determine the
best solution. For example, in the field of architecture,
evacuation characteristics of pedestrians can help to design a
safer environment and better evacuation areas. Multiple
simulations of different scenarios and facilities can help
pedestrians find out how to evacuate quickly and effectively.

Generally speaking, pedestrian simulation model is the
key step when analyzing the overall emergency evacuation
characteristics of pedestrians. ,e current simulation
models are usually split into two classes: macromodel and

micromodel [1, 2]. Macromodels consider pedestrians as a
whole and describe them with uniform and continuous fluid
or gas. ,e interactions between pedestrians obey the law of
mass conservation. Henderson [3] used the concept of gas/
fluid dynamics in the pedestrian evacuation dynamics for the
first time. Considering the shortcomings of the LWR model,
Hughes [4] extended the model by developing a two-di-
mensional macromodel, and the improved model can be
used to simulate the emergency evacuation of large-scale
pedestrians. On the basis of the Hughes model, Mahato et al.
[5] further improved the simulation effect by combining the
optimal control method. In order to model the route choice
behavior of pedestrians, Hoogendoorn et al. [6] put forward
a macro continuous model. By taking the pedestrians flow as
a whole, the simulation calculation required of the
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macromodel is smaller. Besides, the demand for computer
hardware is also low. But the macromodel cannot describe
the microscopic behaviors of pedestrians and differences
between individuals. Furthermore, they cannot be used to
represent complex interactions between pedestrians in
detail.

Cellular automata model belongs to discrete and spatial
model. Cellular automata (CA) model adopts movement
rules to update pedestrian location and speed in every
simulation step. In the CA model, different evacuation
scenes of the pedestrian are gridded into a series of cells, and
pedestrians can move to 8 cells around its current cell.
Because the cellular automata model can reproduce many
typical evacuation phenomena effectively, such as “lane
formation”, “clogging at exit doors” and “faster is slower,” it
obtains a more widespread application. In recent years, floor
field (FF) model which involves a static and a dynamic floor
field to control pedestrian movements is put forward to
improve the cellular automata model [7]. Later, many
scholars further extended and improved this model, for
example, vector floor field (VFF) model and FF model with
hexagonal cells were successfully established to simulate
pedestrian movements in complex scenarios [8, 9]. Based on
the CA model, Tang et al. [10] put forward an improved CA
model to simulate the movements of pedestrians in a high-
speed railway station. Zhou et al. [11] analyzed how the
guidance information affects the movement direction of
pedestrians by adopting the CA model. Feliciani and
Nishinari [12] pointed out pedestrians have different be-
havior characteristics when pedestrian density is high, so
they developed a modified CA model to simulate the pe-
destrian evacuation in this condition. However, because
pedestrian behaviors are random and fuzzy, CA model was
combined with fuzzy logic model. In fact, the application of
the fuzzy logic model in pedestrian simulation has been an
ongoing concern. Pedestrians have different personality and
physical state and the familiarity with the environment is
different. Due to these features, Fu et al. [13] adopt a fuzzy
logic model to deal with the conflicts between pedestrians.
On the basis of the fuzzy logic model, Zhou et al. [14]
developed a pedestrian simulation model based on fuzzy
logic approach to describe crowd evacuation behaviors, and
they consider the effect of assailants. Recently, the fuzzy logic
model begins to be combined into CA model. Based on the
idea of fuzzy logic and cellular automata, Liu et al. [15]
developed a CA model to simulate the pedestrian dynamic
evacuation in the room where they have several exits. In the
evacuation scene, the information received by pedestrians is
uncertain and random, and fuzzy logic model can deal with
this problem exactly right. So, Yang et al. [16] adopt the fuzzy
logic to describe unclear qualitative knowledge and expe-
rience which are hard to quantify, and combine it into CA
model. To some extent, fuzzy logic model makes up for the
defects of cellular automata model. But because of the in-
herent characteristics and settings of discrete models, sim-
ulation results are relatively rougher than continuous
microscopic simulation models. Furthermore, in these
discrete models, behavior characteristics, for example, fuzzy
stop/go decisions of pedestrian, fuzzy judgment of

indication signs in the environment, willingness of move-
ments, as well as walking in crowd, have seldom been
considered.

Compared to the above simulation models, SFM is the
most reliable and fast microscopic model. ,e social force
model not only has the advantages of the above simulation
models, but also can model the behaviors of pedestrians in
detail. On the basis of Newton’s second law, Helbing and
Moln’ar [17] quantified the interactions between pedestrians
and obstacles into physical forces. ,ey pointed out that
pedestrian behaviors are determined by the combined forces
of internal and external forces. ,e influences of external
factors on pedestrian behaviors can be expressed as forces
according to the form of proposed social force. In recent
years, social force model has become the research focus of
pedestrian simulation models. Xi et al. [18] found that the
field of pedestrian vision is limited, which may lead colli-
sions to occur. Yuen and Lee [19] found that pedestrians
could decide how to go ahead according to the speed dif-
ference with other pedestrians around them. ,ey estab-
lished a modified social force model to represent the
overtaking behavior. Lakoba et al. [20] added a repulsive
force between pedestrians to basic social force model and
solve the phenomenon of pedestrian overlap occurring in
simulation. Parisi et al. [21] improved the social force model
and obtained a velocity-density relation which is more ac-
curate and realistic. Xu and Duh [22] simulated the be-
haviors of walking in group based on social force model and
pointed out that walking in group is not conducive to pe-
destrian evacuation. Johansson et al. [23] aimed at modeling
the waiting behavior which occurs due to the influences of
external factors. ,ey analyzed the influence of waiting
behavior on pedestrian evacuation. Han and Liu [24] added
an information transmission mechanism to the social force
model for pedestrians who were unfamiliar with the envi-
ronment. ,e above research studies focus on modifying the
shortcomings of the initial social force model by adding
other forces. However, as these models basically simulate the
fuzzy cognitions, so calibration is very challenging. Another
key constraint of such models is high computational
complexity due to a large number of inputs and complicated
utility functions in decision-making processes.

Generally speaking, under view-limited condition, pe-
destrians cannot accurately determine the exact locations of
obstacles, indicators, and other facilities. For example, they
can only tell that one obstacle is in front of them on the left,
but they cannot tell the exact location. Or, pedestrians can
tell that the other pedestrian speed is fast, but they cannot tell
the exact value of speed. In practice, pedestrians determine
their own movement behavior according to these fuzzy
judgments rather than accurate information. Fuzzy logic
model can solve these problems exactly right. Considering
the fuzzy characteristics of pedestrian behaviors, this paper
combines fuzzy logic model into SFM to represent these
fuzzy and uncertainty behaviors. ,e developed model
translates the social forces into linguistic expressions rules
and fuzzy sets. And, the idea of social force model is used to
calculate the acceleration of pedestrian at every simulation
step. ,is paper establishes a model based on the fuzzy logic
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model and social force model to solve the pedestrian dy-
namic evacuation problem under view-limited condition.
,e proposed model can help designers to improve the
evacuation efficiency by considering the limited visibility,
indicator settings, and so on. Compared to other simulation
models, it can also reproduce the same evacuation behaviors
and phenomenon with an easier interpretation of pedestrian
fuzzy and uncertainty behaviors. Moreover, linguistic rules
contain all the forces involved in the SFM. ,ey are more
suitable to represent environment and responses which are
uncertain and fuzzy. ,ese linguistic rules are able to be
adopted to model pedestrian decision-making process, such
as stop/go behavior, following willing, and walking
according to indicators. In this way, the pedestrian fuzzy
behaviors under view-limited condition can be modeled in a
very clear and straightforward way. For example, pedestrians
may not sure where the exit is, so they determine their fuzzy
movement behaviors. Moreover, different behaviors of pe-
destrian can be modeled by more than one fuzzy set, so this
proposed model is easy to extend and add new rules.

2. Initial Social Force Model

,e initial social force model (ISFM) was proposed by
Helbing and Molnár [17], and the main equation of ISFM is
shown in the following equation:

f
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d v

→
α(t)

dt
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α(t) + 
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where ε→α(t) is expressed as follows:
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→

α(t) is the resultant of forces of pedestrian α at
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where v0α(t) is the desired velocity of pedestrian α at moment
t; e

→0
α(t) is the unit vector in the desired velocity direction;

p
→d

α(t) is the coordinate of pedestrian desired destination;
p
→

α(t) is the coordinate of pedestrian position; τα is the
relaxation time of pedestrian. f
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where f
→soc

αβ (t) and f
→PH

αβ (t) are the sociopsychological and
physical forces at moment t, respectively; Aαβ is the strength
coefficient of f

→
αβ(t); Bαβ is the reaction distance coefficient

of f
→

αβ(t); rαβ(t) is the sum of the radiuses of pedestrian α

and β at moment t; dαβ(t) is the distance between the centers
of pedestrians α and β at moment t; n

→
αβ(t) is the vector

pointing from pedestrian α to β; Fαβ(t) is the anisotropic
factor; Δvt

αβ(t) is the velocity difference between pedestrians
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α to β in the tangent direction; t
→

αβ(t) is the vertical vector of
n
→

αβ(t); K and k are very large constants.
Different values of Fαβ(t) represent that pedestrians in

front/behind of him have different influences on the subject
pedestrian. Pedestrians in the vision of subject pedestrian
have the biggest influences, and pedestrians in the behind of
subject pedestrian have minimal influences. It can be cal-
culated by the following formula:

Fαβ(t) � λα + 1 − λα( 
1 + cos φαβ(t) 

2
, (12)

cos φαβ(t)  � − n
→

αβ(t) e
→

α(t). (13)

When λα � 1, Fαβ(t) � 1, which means that pedestrians
around the subject pedestrian have the same influence on
him. When 0≤ λα < 1, which means that pedestrians in front
of subject pedestrian have bigger influence, and φαβ(t) is the
angle between v

→
α(t) and n
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follows:
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where f
→soc

oα (t) and f
→PH

oα (t) are the sociopsychological and
physical forces between pedestrian α and obstacle o, re-
spectively; n

→
oα(t) is the vector pointing from pedestrian α to

obstacle o; t
→

oα(t) is vertical vector of n
→

oα(t).

3. Fuzzy Social Force Model Development

3.1. Fuzzy Logic. Zadeh [25] put forward the fuzzy logic
model which uses fuzzy sets to study fuzzy thinking, lan-
guage forms, and their laws. In this progress, degrees of truth
are used to explain the vagueness in propositions. Generally
speaking, fuzzy logic is expressed in the linguistic rules
which are used as “IF variable input IS fuzzy set THEN
variable output IS fuzzy set”. It is processed as follows by
fuzzy inference systems:

(i) Fuzzification: this step converts crisp data (real
numbers) to fuzzy data, the degree of membership
of the crisp input to predefined fuzzy sets

(ii) Inference: you can combine the inputs by using
logical, fuzzy rules to determine the degree to which
each rule is true

(iii) Defuzzification: defuzzification is required when
you want a crisp number as output from a fuzzy
system

In order to describe the degrees of truth, fuzzy variable
should contain several fuzzy sets. One set has one mem-
bership function. ,e arguments of the function are crisp
values, and the calculated value according to the function is
between 0 and 1, which represents the degree of truth. Fuzzy
rules make these incomprehensible factors easier to be
understood, parametrized, and extended. ,e fuzzy infer-
ence system uses fuzzy theory as the main calculation tool to
implement complex nonlinear mapping. Its input and
output are crisp values, so it has wide application prospects.
Dubois and Prade [26] indicated that fuzzy is very common.
So, we can use similarity, preference, and uncertainty to
explain the membership function. Similarity is used in fuzzy
cluster set analysis and related systems. Preference is mostly
used in choice decision. Uncertainty is the degree of am-
biguity and possibility and has been adopted by expert
systems and AI. Similarity, preference and uncertainty are
not mutually exclusive, and they are combined into a fuzzy
inference system to indicate the objective. Fuzzy logic can
descript the preference and uncertainty behaviors of pe-
destrians. Nasir et al. [27] combined fuzzy rules into agent-
based method to simulate pedestrian movements. ,ey
indicated that the parameters of developed fuzzy rules are
calibrated by using real data, and the model has good
performance. ,en, they combined fuzzy rules into social
force model and used SFM output as input to the fuzzy
system, and it contains 216 rules. ,is modified model is
used to derive linguistic fuzzy rules, which can explain the
preference and uncertainty behaviors of pedestrians and
need less works to fine tune. Besides, Nasir et al. [28] in-
dicated that it works better than the traditional social force
model when trained with real data using machine learning
techniques.

3.2. Cognition Systemof Individual Pedestrian. ,e proposed
fuzzy social force model adopts fuzzy logic to control pe-
destrian evacuation. Fuzzy sets and rules are defined for
pedestrian behaviors influenced by different environment
and individual attributes. ,e factors from environment and
individual attributes are analyzed to determine the key
factors influencing the decision-making process of pedes-
trians, as shown in Figure 1. ,is decision-making process
may occur at several levels. For instance, decisions are made
according to the comprehensive consideration of environ-
ment situations, psychology reasoning, and physiology
movement. Factors of each process are shown in Figure 1.

As shown in Figure 2, this paper uses the fuzzy logic to
model the process of cognition. ,e influencing factors of
pedestrian behaviors are modeled as fuzzy inputs, and the
moving decisions are modeled as fuzzy outputs. For ex-
ample, pedestrian current velocity, position, and whether he/
she follows group determine his status in the next time step.
Perception contains exit location, whether safety exit indi-
cator/exit stickers can be seen, neighboring pedestrians, and
obstacle (wall, tables, and chairs). Intention contains desired
velocity and position. Attitude contains whether he/she is
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aggressive or conservative and whether he/she feels panic or
peace. Aggressive and conservative vary among individuals,
and they are the inherent property. Combining the above
information, pedestrian makes decisions, for example,
whether he/she should go or stop, which position he/she
should move toward, and whether he/she should move
according to safety exit indicator/exit stickers.

3.3. Fuzzy Sets and Rules. As shown in Table 1, seven sets of
fuzzy rules named as F1 to F7 are introduced to describe
pedestrian behaviors. ,ese seven sets are used to simulate
pedestrian stop/go decisions, moving direction, and force
acted on pedestrians, respectively. Each fuzzy set includes
one or more subsets that represent different influencing
factors. For instance, moving direction of each pedestrian is
modeled by three subsets, such as exit, indicator, and ran-
dom behavior. All these input and output factors adopt
linguistic terms to explain, because this paper focuses on
developing a FSFM method innovatively, so a relatively
simple simulation scene (classroom) is assumed to reduce
the difficulty of model building.

Fuzzy rules are defined based on the psychological re-
action about the external environment of pedestrian. For
example, fuzzy set F3-1 rule: if Relaxing capability is Fast and
Velocity difference with desired velocity is Very Slow, then
Fuzzy desired force f

→
α(t) is Strong positive. Fuzzy set F4-1

rule: if Distance to neighboring desk is Far, Distance to
neighboring chair is Far, and Distance to neighboring wall is
Far, then Fuzzy force from obstacles f

→
oα(t) is Zero.

Fuzzy sets F5 and F6 model pedestrian behaviors affected
by other pedestrians and indicators around them. In fuzzy
set F2, pedestrian movement direction is divided into 8
possible areas, as shown in Figure 3. ,e desired direction is
defined as front direction, and it has the most priority. ,e
second priority is right front considering the habit that
pedestrians prefer to walk on the right followed by right, left
front; left; right back; left back; and back. If space ahead and
lateral space along prior moving directions are occupied by
other pedestrians, the directions with the next level of
priority will be searched.

3.4. Combining Fuzzy Sets in SFM

3.4.1. Fuzzy Desired Force. Pedestrian wants to move at the
desired speed in the desired direction because they prefer to
keep themselves comfortable. In the classroom environ-
ment, the desired direction points to the exit door or in-
dicators (exit indicator and sticker), and the desired speed is
the average speed of pedestrians. However, the direction and
speed may be compromised by other pedestrians and ob-
stacles. For example, they have to change the desired di-
rection when the desired direction is occupied, and they
have to reduce their speed when they are blocked by ob-
stacles or pedestrians.

In the ISFM, the desired force is determined by relaxing
time and velocity difference with desired velocity, so we
separate each of these factors into two subsets of rules, one to
treat the relaxing capability and the other to treat the velocity
difference with desired velocity. Fuzzy rules are created
based on ISFM.

According to formula (3), for example, if relaxing time is
small, the desired force will be large. If the velocity difference
with desired velocity is small, the desired force will be small.
Moreover, if relaxing time is small and velocity difference
with desired velocity is large, the desired force will be very
large; if relaxing time is large and velocity difference with
desired velocity is large, the desired force will be medium; if
relaxing time is large and velocity difference with desired
velocity is small, the desired force will be very small, so we set
a fuzzy set F3 to model this process. F3 has one subset F3-1. Its
inputs contain Relaxing capacity (classified according to
relaxing time) and Velocity difference with desired velocity.

According to different combinations of relaxing time
and velocity difference, we can define several fuzzy set F3-1
rules. ,e fuzzy logic uses the linguistic rules to model, and
its form is “IF variable input IS fuzzy set THEN variable
output IS fuzzy set”.

For example, fuzzy set F3-1 rule no. 1: if Relaxing ca-
pability is Fast and Velocity difference with desired velocity
is Very Slow, then Fuzzy desired force is Strong positive;
fuzzy set F3-1 rule no. 2: if Relaxing capability is Fast and
Velocity difference with desired velocity is Very Fast, then
Fuzzy desired force is Strong negative.

Environment

External Factors

Physiology

Individual attributes

Psychology

Status

Current position
Individual or in a group

Exit 

Perception

Physical ability
Intention

AttitudeCurrent velocity

Safety exit indicator
Exit stickers
Neighboring pedestrians

……

……

View-limited or not
Acceleration capability
……

Desired position
Desired velocityWall, tables, and chairs

Tolerance of slow velocity
Aggressive or conservative
Panic or peace……
……

Decisions
Stop/go
Accelerate/decelerate/keep speed
Move/follow to avoid collision

……
Move accoring to indicator/sticker

Figure 1: Decision-making process of pedestrian.
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Because Relaxing time and Velocity difference can be
combined randomly, there are many kinds of combinations.
,at is, there aremany rules for one fuzzy set, so we only take
several as examples to explain. In the simulation, all the rules
will exist.

According to the distribution law of relaxing time/ve-
locity difference with desired velocity, the paper selects and
calibrates the membership function of each fuzzy set. ,e
detailed methods on the selection of parameters and the
determination of membership functions will be introduced

Table 1: Fuzzy sets and terms of the developed FSFM.

F1: Stop/go decision

Subset F1-1: neighboring pedestrian and physical facility

Inputs
Distance to neighboring pedestrians {Far; Medium; Close}; Relative velocity with neighboring
pedestrians {About zero; Small; Big}; Pedestrian density {High; Medium; Low}; Space ahead

{Occupied; Unclear; Unoccupied}; Lateral space {Occupied; Unclear; Unoccupied}
Output Stop/go decision

F2: Moving direction

Subset F2-1: exit F2-2: indicator F2-3: random behavior

Inputs

Exit {Clear; Unclear; Invisible} Exit indicator {Clear;
Unclear; Invisible}

Random direction change
{Left; Middle; Right}

Exit distance {Close; Middle; Far}; Space
ahead {Occupied; Unclear; Unoccupied}

Indicator distance
{Close; Middle; Far}

Lateral space {Occupied; Unclear;
Unoccupied}

Exit sticker {Clear,
Unclear; Invisible}

Desired moving direction e
→0

α(t)
Exit sticker distance
{Close; Middle; Far}

Output Movement direction v
→

α(t) � {front; left front; left; left back; back; right back; right; right front}

F3: Fuzzy desired force
f
→

α(t)

Subset F3-1: acceleration capability

Inputs Relaxing capability {Slow; Medium; Fast}; Velocity difference with desired velocity {Very Slow; Slow;
Fine; Fast; Very Fast}

Output Fuzzy desired force f
→

α(t) � {Strong negative; Negative; Zero; Positive; Strong positive}

F4: Fuzzy force from
obstacles f

→
oα(t)

Subset F4-1: desk, chair, and wall

Inputs Distance to neighboring desk {Near; Middle; Far}; Distance to neighboring chair {Near; Middle; Far};
Distance to neighboring wall {Near; Middle; Far}

Output Fuzzy force from obstacles f
→

oα(t) � {Strong negative; Negative; Zero}

F5: Fuzzy force from
pedestrian f

→
αβ(t)

Subset F5-1: neighboring pedestrian

Inputs Neighboring gap {Far; Medium; Close}; Relative velocity {Very Slow; Slow; Fine; Fast; Very Fast};
Pedestrian density {High; Medium; Low}; Community status {Leader; Follower; Individual}

Output Fuzzy force from pedestrian f
→

αβ(t) � {Strong negative; Negative; Zero; Positive Strong positive}

F6: Fuzzy force from
indicators f

→
iα(t)

Subset F6-1: indicator visible

Inputs Exit indicator {Clear; Unclear; Invisible}; Exit sticker {Clear; Unclear; Invisible}
Exit indicator distance {Close; Middle; Far}; Exit sticker distance {Close; Middle; Far}

Output Fuzzy force from indicators f
→

iα(t) � {Zero; Positive; Strong positive}

F7: Acceleration

Subset F7-1: combined force

Inputs
Fuzzy desired force {Strong negative; Negative; Zero; Positive; Strong positive}; Fuzzy force from
obstacles {Strong negative; Negative; Zero}; Fuzzy force from pedestrian {Strong negative; Negative;

Zero; Positive Strong positive}; Fuzzy force from indicators {Zero; Positive; Strong positive}
Output Acceleration� {Strong negative; Negative; Zero; Positive; Strong positive}

F1(Stop/go decision)

F3(Fuzzy desired force)

F4(Fuzzy obstacle force)

F5(Fuzzy indicator force)

F6(Fuzzy pedestrian force)

Input parameters

Status

Perception

Intention

Membership for
input parameters

Fuzzification

Membership for
output parameters Output parameters

Stop/go decision

Desired force

Obstacle force

Indicator force

Inference Defuzzification

Fuzzy rule sets

Pedestrian force

F2(Moving direction)
Moving direction

Figure 2: Operation diagram of FSFM.
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in Section 4. And this section only explains the meaning of
each fuzzy set in detail. According to the method introduced
in Section 4, the input variable Relaxing capability is divided
into three Gaussian sets. According to formula (27), the sets
configuration is as follows: Slow set is s� 0.1 and c� 1;
Medium set is s� 0.1 and c� 0.7; and Fast set is s� 0.1 and
c� 0.4. And they can be expressed as follows:

gaussmf(x) � e
− (x− 1)2/2∗ 0.12),( (18)

gaussmf(x) � e
− (x− 0.7)2/2∗ 0.12),( (19)

gaussmf(x) � e
− (x− 0.4)2/2∗ 0.12).( (20)

,e input variable Velocity difference with desired velocity
is divided into five Gaussian sets. ,ese parameters are put
into formula (27) in the same way.,e sets configuration is as
follows: Very Slow set is s� 0.3 and c� − 2; Slow set is s� 0.3
and c� − 1; Fine set is s� 0.3 and c� 0; Fast set is s� 0.3 and
c� 1; and Very Fast set is s� 0.3 and c� 2. ,e output variable
Fuzzy desired force f

→
α(t) is divided into five triangular sets to

represent the influence degree. ,e sets configuration is as
follows: Strong negative set is a� − 3, b� − 2, and c� − 1, and
they can be expressed as formula (21); Negative set is a� − 2,
b� − 1, and c� 0; Zero set is a� − 1, b� 0, and c� 1; Positive set
is a� 0, b� 1, and c� 2; Strong positive set is a� 1, b� 2, and
c� 3. ,ese parameters are all put into formula (25) in the
same way. All the processes are the same, so we will not
describe it in detail in the following sections:

triangmf(x) �

0, if(x< − 3)||(x> − 1),

1, if(x �� − 2),

(x + 3)/(− 2 + 3), if(x< − 2),

(− 1 − x)/(− 1 + 2), otherwise.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(21)

3.4.2. Fuzzy Force from Obstacles. Pedestrians try to avoid
obstacles to keep themselves safe. In the classroom envi-
ronment, obstacles (desk, chair, and wall) prevent

pedestrians from moving. So the force from obstacles is
negative. In the ISFM, the force from obstacles is determined
by the distance to obstacles, so we separate each of these
factors into three subsets of rules, one to treat the distance to
neighboring desk, other to treat the distance to neighboring
chair, and the other to treat the distance to neighboring wall.
Fuzzy rules are created based on ISFM.

According to formula (15), for example, if distance to
obstacle is small, the force from obstacles will be large. And if
the distance to obstacle is large, the desired force will be
small. However, because there are many kinds of obstacles in
the classroom, such as tables, chairs, and walls, pedestrians
may face several obstacles at one moment, so we set a fuzzy
set F4 to model this process. F4 has one subset F4-1. Its inputs
contain three factors: Distance to neighboring desk, Dis-
tance to neighboring chair, and Distance to neighboring
wall. According to different combinations of these three
factors, we can define several fuzzy set F4-1 rules in the form
of linguistic rules “IF variable input IS fuzzy set THEN
variable output IS fuzzy set”.

For example, fuzzy set F4-1 rule no. 1: if Distance to
neighboring desk is Near, Distance to neighboring chair is
Near, and Distance to neighboring wall is Near, then Fuzzy
force from obstacles is Strong negative; fuzzy set F4-1 rule no.
2: if Distance to neighboring desk is Far, Distance to
neighboring chair is Far, and Distance to neighboring wall is
Far, then Fuzzy force from obstacles is Zero.

,e same method on the selection of parameters and the
determination of membership functions will be used. We
also only take several as examples to explain. In the simu-
lation, all the rules will exist. ,e input variable Distance to
neighboring desk is divided into three sigmoidal sets. ,ese
parameters are all put into formula (26) in the same way.,e
sets configuration is as follows: Near set is slope� − 10 and
inflection� 0.5; Middle set is slope� − 10 and inflection� 1;
and Far set is slope� − 10 and inflection� 1.5. And they can
be expressed as follows:

sigmf(x) �
1.0

1.0 + e
− 10∗(x− 0.5)

 
, (22)

sigmf(x) �
1.0

1.0 + e
− 10∗(x− 1)

 
, (23)

sigmf(x) �
1.0

1.0 + e
− 10∗(x− 1.5)

 
. (24)

,e input variable Distance to neighboring chair is also
divided into three sigmoidal sets. ,e sets configuration is as
follows: Near set is slope� − 10 and inflection� 0.5; Middle
set is slope� − 10 and inflection� 1; and Far set is slope� − 10
and inflection� 1.5. ,e input variable Distance to neigh-
boring wall is also divided into three sigmoidal sets. ,e sets
configuration is as follows: Near set is slope� − 10 and
inflection� 2; Middle set is slope� − 10 and inflection� 3;
and Far set is slope� − 10 and inflection� 4. ,ese param-
eters are all put into formula (25) in the same way. ,e
output variable Fuzzy force from obstacles f

→
oα(t) is divided
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Figure 3: Possible directions of movement.
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into three triangular sets to represent the influence degree.
,e sets configuration is as follows: Strong negative set is
a� − 3, b� − 2, and c� − 1; Negative set is a� − 2, b� − 1, and
c� 0; and Zero set is a� − 1, b� 0, and c� 1.

3.4.3. Fuzzy Force from Pedestrian. Pedestrians try to follow
pedestrians to keep themselves safe and comfortable. In the
classroom, pedestrians prefer to move in group.

For example, according to formula (6), if distance to
other pedestrians is small, the force from other pedestrians
will be large. Under this condition, subject pedestrian has
little space to walk, and they have to slow down. If the
distance to other pedestrians (pedestrian gap) is large, the
force from pedestrians will be small. Under this condition,
subject pedestrian has enough space to walk, and they prefer
to move at the desired speed. Besides, if subject pedestrian
locates in the front of the crowd, and he/she is defined as a
leader. Otherwise, he/she is defined as a follower. A leader
receives less influences (small force) from other pedestrians.
A follower receives more influences (large force) from other
pedestrians. When pedestrians are in crowd, they will prefer
to move at a speed which is close with other pedestrians in
the crowd. So, the relative velocity with other pedestrians in
the crowd is taken as an input factor. Pedestrians may
determine their behaviors according to the above factors at
onemoment, so we set a fuzzy set F5 to model this process. F5
has one subset F5-1. F5-1 inputs contain four factors:
Neighboring gap, Relative velocity, Pedestrian density, and
Community status. According to different combinations of
these four factors, we can also define several fuzzy set F5-1
rules in the form of linguistic rules “IF variable input IS fuzzy
set THEN variable output IS fuzzy set”.

For example, fuzzy set F5-1 rule no.1: if Neighboring gap
is Close, Relative velocity is Fine, Pedestrian density is High,
and Community status is Follower, then Fuzzy force from
pedestrian is Zero; fuzzy set F5-1 rule no. 2: if Neighboring
gap is Far, Relative velocity is Very Slow, Pedestrian density
is Low, and Community status is Follower, then Fuzzy force
from pedestrian is Strong negative.

,e same method on the selection of parameters and the
determination of membership functions will be used. We
also only take several as examples to explain. In the simu-
lation, all the rules will exist. ,ese parameters are all put
into the corresponding formula from formula (25) to (27) in
the same way. All the processes are the same, so we will not
describe it in detail. ,e input variable Neighboring gap is
divided into three triangular sets. ,e sets configuration is as
follows: Far set is a� 1.5, b� 2.5, and c� 3.5; Medium set is
a� 1, b� 2, and c� 3; and Close set is a� 0.5, b� 1.5, and
c� 2.5. ,e input variable Relative velocity is divided into
five triangular sets. ,e sets configuration is as follows: Very
slow set is a� − 2, b� − 1, and c� 0; Slow set is a� − 1.5,
b� − 0.5, and c� 0.5; Fine set is a� − 1, b� 0, and c� 1; Fast
set is a� − 0.5, b� 0.5, and c� 1.5; and Very Fast set is a� 0,
b� 1, and c� 2. ,e input variable Pedestrian density is
divided into three triangular sets. ,e sets configuration is as
follows: Low set is a� 0, b� 1, and c� 2; Medium set is a� 1,
b� 2, and c� 3; and High set is a� 2, b� 3, and c� 4. ,e

input variable Community status is divided into three tri-
angular sets.,e sets configuration is as follows: Leader set is
a� 1, b� 1.5, and c� 2; Follower set is a� 0.5, b� 1, and
c� 1.5; and Individual set is a� 0, b� 0.5, and c� 1. ,e
output variable Fuzzy force from pedestrian f

→
αβ(t) is di-

vided into five triangular sets to represent the influence
degree. ,e sets configuration is as follows: Strong negative
set is a� − 3, b� − 2, and c� − 1; Negative set is a� − 2, b� − 1,
and c� 0; Zero set is a� − 1, b� 0, and c� 1; Positive set is
a� 0, b� 1, and c� 2; and Strong positive set is a� 1, b� 2,
and c� 3.

3.4.4. Fuzzy Force from Indicators. Indicators include exit
indicators and stickers. When the environment is dark and
vision is limited, indicators help pedestrians move towards
the exit. Generally speaking, safety exit indicator is hung on
the wall. A few classrooms have exit sticker posted on the
ground. So, students find it difficult to move toward the exit
when an emergency occurs, especially, when they have
limited view in the dark environment. Reasonable indicators
setting will help students evacuate quickly. So, we introduce
the influences of indicators to FSMF. For example, according
to the basic form of social force, indicators may have a
gravitational effect on pedestrians when they can be seen.
However, if they are unable to be seen, they have little in-
fluences on pedestrians. Besides, if the distance between
indicator and pedestrian is large, even if the pedestrian can
see the indicator, its guiding effect on pedestrian is relatively
weak. It means that force from indicators is small. Moreover,
if indicators can be seen clearly and the distance between
indicator and pedestrian is small, the force from indicators
will be very large; so, we set a fuzzy set F6 to model this
process. F6 has one subset F6-1. Its inputs contain Exit in-
dicator, Exit sticker, Exit indicator distance, and Exit sticker
distance. According to different combinations of these four
factors, we can define several fuzzy set F6-1 rules. ,e fuzzy
logic uses the linguistic rules to model, and its form is “IF
variable input IS fuzzy set THEN variable output IS fuzzy
set”.

For example, fuzzy set F6-1 rule no. 1: if Exit indicator is
Clear, Exit sticker is Clear, Exit indicator distance is Close,
and Exit sticker distance is Close, then Fuzzy force from
indicators is Strong positive; fuzzy set F6-1 rule no.2: if Exit
indicator is Invisible, Exit sticker is Invisible, Exit indicator
distance is Far, and Exit sticker distance is Far, then Fuzzy
force from indicators is Zero.

,e same method on the selection of parameters and the
determination of membership functions will be used. We
also only take several as examples to explain. In the simu-
lation, all the rules will exist. ,ese parameters are all put
into the corresponding formula from formula (25) to (27) in
the same way. All the processes are the same, so we will not
describe it in detail. ,e input variable Exit indicator is
divided into three triangular sets. ,e sets configuration is as
follows: Clear set is a� 5, b� 6, and c� 7; Unclear set is a� 6,
b� 7, and c� 8; and Invisible set is a� 7, b� 8, and c� 9. ,e
input variable Exit sticker is divided into three triangular
sets. ,e sets configuration is as follows: Clear set is a� 2,
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b� 3, and c� 4; Unclear set is a� 3, b� 4, and c� 5; and
Invisible set is a� 4, b� 5, and c� 6. ,e input variable Exit
indicator distance is divided into three triangular sets. ,e
sets configuration is as follows: Close set is a� 0, b� 3, and
c� 6; Middle set is a� 3, b� 6, and c� 9; and Far set is a� 6,
b� 9, and c� 12. ,e input variable Exit sticker distance is
divided into three triangular sets. ,e sets configuration is as
follows: Close set is a� 0, b� 1.5, and c� 3; Middle set is
a� 1.5, b� 3, and c� 4.5; and Far set is a� 3, b� 4.5, and
c� 6.,e output variable Fuzzy force from indicators f

→
iα(t)

is divided into triangular sets to represent the influence
degree.,e sets configuration is as follows: Zero set is a� − 1,
b� 0, and c� 1; Positive set is a� 0, b� 1, and c� 2; and
Strong positive set is a� 1, b� 2, and c� 3.

3.4.5. Acceleration. Fuzzy desired force, fuzzy force from
obstacles, fuzzy force from pedestrian, and fuzzy force from
indicators drive the formation of a joint force of the subject
pedestrian. ,ese four fuzzy forces are taken as the input
factors of Acceleration. For example, according to formula
(1), if the resultant force is positive and large, pedestrian will
accelerate at a greater acceleration; if the resultant force is
negative and large, pedestrian will slow down at a greater
deceleration; if the resultant force is zero, pedestrian will
stop or move at a constant speed. So, we set a fuzzy set F7 to
calculate acceleration. In this way, these fuzzy forces are
combined in ISFM, and fuzzy logic is combined into social
force. F7 has one subset F7-1. Its inputs contain Fuzzy desired
force, Fuzzy force from obstacles, Fuzzy force from pe-
destrian, and Fuzzy force from indicators. According to
different combinations of these four forces, we can define
several fuzzy set F7-1 rules. ,e fuzzy logic uses the linguistic
rules to model, and its form is “IF variable input IS fuzzy set
THEN variable output IS fuzzy set”.

For example, fuzzy set F7-1 no. 1: if Fuzzy desired force is
Strong negative, Fuzzy force from obstacles is Strong neg-
ative, Fuzzy force from pedestrian is Strong negative, and
Fuzzy force from indicators is Zero, then Acceleration is
Strong positive (deceleration); fuzzy set F7-1 no. 2: if Fuzzy
desired force is Strong positive, Fuzzy force from obstacles is
Zero, Fuzzy force from pedestrian is Strong positive, and
Fuzzy force from indicators is Strong positive, then Ac-
celeration is Strong positive (acceleration).

,e same method on the selection of parameters and the
determination of membership functions will be used. We
also only take several as examples to explain. In the simu-
lation, all the rules will exist. ,ese parameters are all put
into the corresponding formula from formula (25) to (27) in
the same way. All the processes are the same, so we will not
describe it in detail. ,e output variable Acceleration is
divided into five triangular sets to represent the influence
degree. ,e sets configuration is as follows: Strong negative
set is a� − 1.5, b� − 1, and c� − 0.5; Negative set is a� − 1,
b� − 0.5, and c� 0; Zero set is a� − 0.5, b� 0, and c� 0.5;
Positive set is a� 0, b� 0.5, and c� 1; and Strong positive set
is a� 1.5, b� 1, and c� 0.5.

,e Fuzzy Logic Toolbox of MATLAB is adopted in this
paper. ,e results of each pedestrian at each time step are

calculated according to pedestrians around, indicators, and
environment. ,e output results will help each pedestrian
update his/her velocity and position at the next time step.
,e simulation flowchart is as shown in Figure 4. Firstly,
fuzzy set F1 will be used to calculate his/her stop/go decision;
secondly, fuzzy set F2 helps to determine the moving di-
rection; thirdly, the output results of F2–F6 are used as the
inputs of F7 to calculate his/her acceleration according to
SFM; finally, he/she will update position and velocity based
on moving direction, acceleration, and current velocity.

4. Model Calibration, Performance,
and Application

4.1. Calibration of Membership Functions. Generally
speaking, the selection and calibration of the membership
function are based on the experience of researchers, but in
order to obtain more accurate simulation results, the paper
selects and calibrates the membership function of each fuzzy
set according to the observed data, such as Relaxing capa-
bility set in fuzzy set F3-1. ,ey should be extracted from
actual observed data of pedestrian movements. We use the
calibration method of the membership function proposed by
Chai et al. [29]. We will introduce the method briefly in this
section.We collected themovement data of 2484 pedestrians
in many classrooms. All these classrooms are 11m∗ 9m and
have two exits and exit indicators. ,is paper adopts three
types of membership functions, triangular, sigmoid, and
Gaussian, and their functions are as follows:

triangmf(x) �

0, if(x< a)||(x> c),

1, if(x �� b),

(x − a)/(b − a), if(x< b),

(c − x)/(c − b), otherwise,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(25)

sigmf(x) �
1.0

1.0 + e
slope∗(x− inflection)

 
, (26)

gaussmf(x) � e
− (x− c)2/2s2),( (27)

where a, b, c, slope, inflection, and s are the parameters of
functions.

Because these three kinds of membership functions are
widely used, besides, these three models are most close to the
distribution of actual observed data. ,e preselection pro-
cess of membership function can improve the calculation
efficiency. ,ree steps are needed to calibrate the mem-
bership function of each fuzzy factor, and this section takes
the fuzzy factors (Relaxing capacity and Velocity difference
with desired velocity) in one subset F3-1 as example, as
shown in Figure 5. Because there are many fuzzy factors in
seven subsets, we cannot introduce all the calibration pro-
cesses of all fuzzy factors in detail. So, we take relaxing
capacity as an example, for relaxing capacity.
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Step 1: fuzzy desired force is divided into several groups
according to its number of linguistic terms: {Strong
negative; Negative; Zero; Positive; Strong positive}.
Pedestrian relaxing time can also be divided into three
linguistic terms {Small; Medium; Large}.
Step 2: relaxing time can be obtained from field ob-
servations. Membership function of relaxing capacity is
able to be plotted as shown in Figure 5(a): {Small;
Medium; Large}.
Step 3: when relaxing time is small, relaxing capacity
will be slow. So, according to preselection membership
functions and fuzzy rules, relaxing capacity can be
divided into three ranges, which is shown in
Figures 5(b)–5(d). ,ey explain the relationship be-
tween relaxing capacity and frequencies of relaxing
time. Membership function of relaxing capacity is then
calibrated, as shown in Figure 5(e).

,rough these three steps, the membership function is
selected and calibrated. Similarly, membership function of
velocity difference with desired velocity is calibrated:

Step 1: fuzzy desired force is divided into several groups
according to its number of linguistic terms: {Strong
negative; Negative; Zero; Positive; Strong positive}.
Velocity differences with desired velocity are divided
into {Very Slow; Slow; Fine; Fast; Very Fast}.
Step 2: velocity differences with desired velocity can be
obtained from field observations. Membership function
of velocity difference is able to be plotted.
Step 3: when velocity difference is “Very Slow,” the
desired force of pedestrian will be “Positive” or
“Negative”. ,erefore, membership functions of ve-
locity difference can be calibrated.

For other fuzzy factors, membership functions are also
selected and calibrated by adopting the above same method.

4.2. Comparison between FSMF and ISFM. To verify the
proposed fuzzy social force model, the typical classrooms
belonging to Chang’an University, Xi’an, China, were se-
lected as the observed site. ,e size of the observed class-
rooms is 11m∗ 9m. ,ey all have two exits, two exit

indicators, and stickers. ,e simulation scenario is shown in
Figure 6. ,e number of pedestrians in the classroom is 86,
and the distribution of exits and evacuation signs are as
shown in Figure 6. In order to obtain more stable simulation
results, under the same simulation conditions, 50 experi-
ments were repeated. ,e velocities of pedestrians
were recorded in every experiment. ,ere are 4800 pedes-
trians totally. ,e results of one simulation are recorded
separately.

Furthermore, the simulation performance of the de-
veloped FSFM is tested by comparing with existing ISFM.
Figure 7 shows the comparison results of the distribution of
all pedestrian simulation speeds in ourmodel and ISFMwith
the distribution of the observed speeds. As known from
Figure 7, the speed distribution is close to the observed
results, which proves the validity of the model. Besides, the
mean is 1.49m/s, 1.56m/s, and 1.27m/s, respectively, for
three results, and the standard deviation is 0.9, 1.04, and
0.73, respectively. ,e comparison results show that the
simulation results in our model are closer to the actual
observed data. ,e pedestrian speed in ISFM is smaller than
actual observed data because, in ISFM, pedestrians cannot
use the indicators to find the best movement direction, and
they always have to move toward the exits, though the exits
cannot be seen under some conditions. When the view of
pedestrian is limited, he/she has to slow down until he/she
can see the exits. So, the simulation performance of ISFM is
worse than that of our model.

As ISFM was developed without considering the evac-
uation signs, so results from FSMF are compared with results
from ISFM through creating the same scenarios with no
evacuation signs. ,at is, evacuation signs are invisible in
fuzzy set F6. Figure 8(a) shows the number of pedestrian
changes in the classroom by using FSFM and ISFM, and
Figure 8(b) shows the velocity-density relationship of FSFM
and ISFM. Evacuation time represents the time from the
beginning of pedestrian movement to the end of the last
pedestrian leaving the classroom. It can be seen from Fig-
ure 8 that the results according to FSFM are closer to the
observation data. As shown in Figure 8(a), with the evac-
uation time increasing, pedestrians remaining in the
classroom decrease gradually. But the evacuation perfor-
mance of ISFM is the worst. ,e evacuation performance of
FSFM is close to the actual situation. As shown in
Figure 8(b), under the same pedestrian density, the observed
speeds are the highest, then the results of FSFM are second,
and the results of ISFM are the lowest, which is consistent
with the results in Figure 8(a). ,e proposed model can
ensure that the simulation is more realistic and efficient. ,e
model in this paper can be used to access the effectiveness of
new pedestrian facilities. But the model needs further study.

However, when the pedestrian density is less than
0.5 ped/m2, the results of FSFM, ISFM, and observation are
almost the same because at low density, pedestrians have
good vision and enough space to walk, and the interactions
between pedestrians are weak. ,e proposed model makes
little sense. But when the density is greater than 0.5 ped/m2,
the proposed model helps increase the speed of pedestrian.
,e higher the crowd density, the more beneficial the

Input Pedestrians and Physical facility

Stop and waitProduce Stop/Go decision
(fuzzy set F1)

Produce Moving Direction 
(fuzzy set F2)

Produce Moving Acceleration
(fuzzy sets F3 to F7)

Stop

Go

Update position and velocity for next time step based on
moving direction acceleration, and current velocity (SFM)

Next
time
step

Figure 4: ,e simulation flowchart.
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proposed model is to improve the evacuation efficiency. ,e
simulation results are more consistent with reality.

In order to further verify that the model proposed in this
paper is better than the initial social force model, the evac-
uation efficiency of the crowd is compared. ,e passing time
of pedestrian can be used to reflect the evacuation efficiency of
crowd, so the distribution of passing time of 4800 pedestrians

was analyzed. As shown in Figure 9, the distribution of
passing time obtained from our model is close to the observed
results, which proves the validity of the model. Besides, the
mean value of passing time obtained from three methods is
36.9 s, 23.7 s, and 20.3 s, respectively, and the standard de-
viation is 14.7, 12.3, and 11.1, respectively. ,e comparison
results show that the evacuation efficiency of crowd by using
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our model is closer to the actual observed data. ,e evacu-
ation efficiency of crowd by using ISFM is lower than the
actual observed data. ,is is consistent with the above
comparative analysis. In ISFM, although the influences of
indicators (exit indicator and exit sticker) are taken into
consideration, the influences are quantified as forces. ,e
forces are gravitation, and their directions point to the in-
dicators. When these indicators cannot be seen clearly, pe-
destrians still move in the directions pointing to the
indicators, which may lead to block or stop of pedestrians.
However, when these indicators cannot be seen clearly, that is,

under view-limited condition, pedestrians can adjust the
moving directions moderately according to the vague im-
pression on where are these indicators. In this way, they can
avoid blocking or stopping. ,is kind of fuzzy decision
making is one of the advantages of this paper.

4.3. Model Application

4.3.1. Number of Exit Stickers and Indicators. Under view-
limited condition, pedestrians cannot judge clearly which
directions to move in. At this time, indicators and stickers
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Figure 7: Comparison of simulated and observed speed.
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can help pedestrians to find the best direction of movement.
In this way, the efficiency of group evacuation will be greatly
improved. Compared with the traditional social force model,
fuzzy social force model proposed in this paper can solve this
problem. Even if the indicators and stickers cannot be seen
clearly, pedestrians can find the best alternative directions of
motion in the simulation. In addition, experience shows that
the location, number, and spatial distribution of indicators
and stickers will affect the evacuation efficiency of the crowd.
So, we try to find the best design of indicators and stickers by
using the proposed model and verify the model.

Generally speaking, the safety exit indicator should be set
on the top of the emergency exit or less than 1m from the
ground on the wall, and the distance between two indicators
should not be more than 20m. ,ere are two indicators and
stickers set up in the classroom, and their locations are
shown in Figure 6. As shown in Figure 10, with the increase
of indicators and stickers, the downward trend of evacuation
time can be roughly divided into two segments: the first
segment has a more obvious decline (number≤ 2). Indica-
tors and stickers can help pedestrians improve evacuation
efficiency. After setting two indicators in the classroom, the
evacuation time drops from 79 s to 46 s, and after setting two
stickers in the classroom, the evacuation time drops from
72 s to 46 s. In the first stage, the indicators are more effective
than stickers because the indicators are set up above the
door, so it is so clear for pedestrians to see and move toward
them. In the second stage, obviously, the stickers are more
effective than indicators because the indicators are set up
within 1m to the ground on the wall, so they are blocked by
pedestrians ahead and invisible for pedestrians. With the
increase of indicators and stickers, the probability of

pedestrians seeing the indicators and stickers increases, so
the evacuation turns faster. ,erefore, the increase of in-
dicators and stickers in the first stage is most beneficial to the
overall evacuation; when the number of indicators and
stickers continues to increase to the second stage, the
evacuation time will still decline but not so obvious as the
first stage; when the number of indicators and stickers is
enough, the impact of the number of indicators and stickers
on the overall evacuation is very small, and the evacuation
time will almost no longer decline. Obviously, in the actual
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Figure 9: Distribution of passing time.
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Figure 10: Evacuation time under different conditions.
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evacuation, the best number of indicators and stickers needs
to consider two factors of costs and evacuation time.
,erefore, there is a relatively optimal number of indicators
and stickers.

4.3.2. Distribution of Exit Stickers and Indicators. ,e
number of exit stickers and indicators influences the
evacuation time. Besides, the space distribution of indicators
and stickers also affects the evacuation time. ,e evacuation
time under different space distribution of indicators and
stickers is compared. Figure 11 shows four different dis-
tributions of stickers: (a) random distribution, (b) central-
ized distribution, (c) uniform distribution, and (d) exit
distribution. It should be noted that all pedestrians are
randomly distributed in the classroom.

,e simulation results are shown in Figure 12. It is found
that the average evacuation time is the shortest under the
condition of uniform distribution of stickers. Compared
with other distributions, the uniform distribution of stickers
can cover a larger guiding area, so more pedestrians can see
stickers and move in the directions of indications. It should
be noted that pedestrians are randomly distributed in the
above simulations. If pedestrians belong to specific

distribution, the results will be different. But even so, the
proposed model can still find a relatively better distribution
of stickers through simulation.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 11: Different space distributions of indicators and stickers. (a) Random distribution. (b) Centralized distribution. (c) Uniform
distribution. (d) Exit distribution.
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5. Conclusions

Pedestrian behavior is very flexible and vague, and fuzzy
logic model can reflect these characteristics. So, FSFM,
which incorporates fuzzy logic and social force model
(SFM), is proposed to simulate pedestrian evacuation in
classroom. Simulation results show that the proposed model
can improve ISFM by using fuzzy rules to model the
movements and decision-making behavior of pedestrians.
Seven fuzzy sets are designed to simulate movements of
pedestrians, including stop/go, moving direction, desired
force, force from obstacles, force from pedestrian, force from
indicators, and acceleration. Subsets at different zones are
introduced to represent dynamic influences of indicators
and stickers, neighboring pedestrians, and tables/chairs on
each pedestrian. ,is developed model has the advantages of
SFM and fuzzy logic. It is clear that FSFM avoids the heavy
parameter calibration task and unnecessary complexity of
the calculation process. Simulation results show the
proposed model can obtain results similar to observed data,
such as speed, passing time, and the relationship between
velocity and density. Besides, the proposed model is able to
be used to verify the effectiveness of the new facility and get
the best design through multiple simulation experiments.

,e developed FSFM is able to help managers reproduce
the evacuation process of students in classroom under
various facilities conditions. ,e microscopic simulation
model provides a convenient and effective tool to estimate
pedestrian movement, and the impacts of new facilities.
Some improvements of this model refine and extend the
applications of developed FSFM in future work. Compared
to SFM, contributions of the FSFM can be summarized as
follows: firstly, FSFM can explain the complex and vague
interaction process in a realistic and straightforward method
because linguistic terms are very suitable for describing
input factors; secondly, compared to the mathematical social
force model, FSFM allows to select the membership func-
tions according to the observed data; thirdly, the simulation
results obtained by the proposed model are closer to the real
observation data. Last but not least, FSFM reduces the
calculation of the initial model.

However, the model can be improved from the following
aspects. Firstly, movement experiments (based on virtual
reality simulation) and questionnaire will be adopted to
acquire physiological cognition data of pedestrians. Sec-
ondly, other factors, such as age and gender, which can affect
the behaviors of pedestrians, should be taken into consid-
eration. Finally, some pedestrians are more risk-taking than
others. ,is characteristic affects stop/go decision and re-
action of neighboring pedestrians.
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